
Hello all Senior Infants and Parents, we have 
just 4 days work this week as we approach 
the June bankholiday.
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Template Editing 
Instructions and Feedback

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Phonics

There are great revision games for blending, 
reading and sounds on: 
https://www.starfall.com/h/index-

kindergarten.php       
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk: username: march20

password: home

3 new Tricky words. Revise 
sounds  ou.  Write and say: 

out, about, cloud, loud, our. 
https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=I6_Twpffldk

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=mPtWAEI_bAQ

Handwriting Book: 1 page, say 

the sound as you write the letter.

ou and ow

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=ySRd-Amrd28

Handwriting Book: 1 page, 
say the sound as you write 
the letter.

Reading
Reading Folder
1 page

Read a book or listen to this 

audio story and try the quiz 

at the end 

https://www.getepic.com/ap

p/read/46512

Read a book or listen to an online 

story: 

https://www.storylineonline.net/

Reading Folder
1 page

Writing

Write two sentences from your reading into 
your copy. Finish your persuasive writing about 
a good pet from last week, if you  have it done 
change the title to ‘The Best Season’.

Free Writing. Write three sentences 
using  your new tricky 
words.

Write two sentences from 
your reading into your copy.

Oral 
Language

Every day: Have a little chat about the days of the 
week, the months of the year and the seasons, what’s 
the weather like today? What sort of clothes do you 
need to wear for this type of weather etc (We have 
started a new season and soon a new month).

Maths Planet Maths
Pg 95

Planet Maths
Pg 96

‘Maths in my home’
Attached

‘Maths in my home’
Attached,

Gaeilge Say:
Cé atá sa chistin? Who is in the kitchen?
Tá Daidí sa chistin Daddy is in the kitchen.
Cé atá sa ghairdín? Who is in the garden?
Cé atá sa seomra leapa? Who is in the 

bedroom/

Learn:

Cathaoir(caw here) = chair

Pláta = plate

Ar an mbord =  on the table

Cén dath atá ar do shimléir
___?                                                                   
What colour is your 
chimney?
Cén dath atá ar do theach?
What colour is your house?

Tarraing pictiúr den 
sheomra suí. Draw a picture 
of your sittingroom.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2006808&clcid=0x409
https://www.starfall.com/h/index-kindergarten.php
file:///C:/Users/Margaret Fitzgerald/Downloads/ https:/www.phonicsplay.co.uk:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6_Twpffldk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPtWAEI_bAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySRd-Amrd28
https://www.storylineonline.net/


Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Religion
Here are 
some prayers 
we say in 
school if you 
would like to 
say them 
with your 
daughter.

Say:

Angel sent by God to guide me, 
Be my light and walk beside, Be 
my guardian and protect me,
On the path of Life direct me.

Religion  • Grow in Love Junior 

Infants Theme 10:  Seasonal Lessons 

Mary:  Free access to the online 

resources using the following details : 

https://app.growinlove.ie/en/login

Email: trial@growinlove.ie

Password: growinlove

Say:
Good morning Jesus, It’s a brand 

new day, with lots to see and lots to 
say

It’s nice to know I have a friend in 
you, who cares for me however I do, 

At home or in school, throughout 
this day, stay close beside me,

Lord Jesus I pray.

SPHE

• Make a list of people who are 
important to you.

• Discuss why they are 
important and how they make 
you feel.

P.E.
Joe Wicks 30 minutes workout for 
kids on YouTube at 9am daily

Now that restrictions have 
been lifted a little, maybe you 
could go for a nice walk 
somewhere different!/ Get a 
little chalk and make an X and 
O game to play with your child.

Go Noodle 
dancehttps://family.gonoodle.com/ Dance!

Music

Sing and do the actions to “Shake 
our Sillies out”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N

wT5oX_mqS0 3

Feel free to pick and choose this work throughout the week.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwT5oX_mqS0


Hot and Cold
Unlocking SESE, Lesson number 14, pg 61

• Compile a list of hot things and a list of cold things.

• Discuss when our bodies might get hot or cold. Discuss 
when we might need to eat/drink, hot/cold food and 
drinks.

• Discuss the dangers of hot weather and the 
importance of wearing sunscreen. Discuss the dangers 
of hot food and hot water. Discuss the dangers of a 
high body temperature.

• Do you know how jelly is made? What do we need?

• Read out the steps for making jelly on pg. 62

• Make the jelly if you can.

• Colour the picture on the ‘Let’s Make Jelly’ page.

4ART:  Draw a picture of you on a sunny day. Include a sunhat, sunscreen and sun glasses! 
Draw something you might be eating and something you might be drinking etc..
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Maths In Your Home

● More than /less than This can be a difficult concept for children to grasp so a lot of hands on work is 

excellent here!

- Set up sets of household objects in pairs, eg. 4 apples and 6 oranges, 10 spoons and 8 forks, 3 carrots and 

7 potatoes etc - Begin by asking the children which set has more? Which set has less? -

Repeat this process numerous times changing the amount in each set.

- You can then progress to asking the children “By how many more is the set of oranges than apples?” “By 

how many more is the set of spoons than forks?” etc You may need to use the word extra to begin with: “so 

you said there are more oranges than apples, well how many more oranges than apples are there?….how 

many extra oranges than apples?”

- Hopefully the children will eventually be able to work out and say “ 6 is more than 4 by 2” and so on.

- You can then repeat the process for less than. “How many less apples are there than oranges?” You may 

also use the word fewer with the aim that that the children will be able to say 4 is less than 6 by 2 or 4 is 

fewer than 6 by 2.

https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/t-n-6001-more-or-less-colouring-activity

There are also 3 pages in Planet Maths ebook that may help you with this concept. Page 63, 69 and 70.

https://www.folensonline.ie/home/is free to parents, just sign up as a teacher, create a username and 
password yourself which will then allow you to navigate the site. Find Senior Infants Planet Maths , 
you can put in the page number which will bring up the page , then click on resources.

file:///C:/Users/Margaret Fitzgerald/Downloads/https:/www.twinkl.ie/resource/t-n-6001-more-or-less-colouring-activity         
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPtWAEI_bAQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPtWAEI_bAQ


ADD A FOOTER 7



Mmmm!!!!!


